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TRAC ANALYSIS AND SUPPORT OF
OCONEE-1 PTS STUDIES*

by

J. R. Ireland
Energy Division

Los Alamos Nattonal Laboratory
Univers~tyof California

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

Thfs paper describes the overall pressurized thermal shock (PTS)
program at Los Alamos with emphasis on TRAC-PF1 calculations of severe
overcooking transients for the Oconee-1 pressurized water reactor (PWR).
A sunsnaryof results for several calculations are presented for the
Oconee-1 PWR along wfth detafled discussions of two of the most severe
overcoolfng transients predicted [mafn steam-line break and turbfne-bypass
valve (TBV) faflures]. The calculations performed were plant specfffc In
that details of both the primary and secondary sfdes were modeled fn addf-
tfon to a detafled model of the plant Integrated Control System (ICS).
For the Oconee-1 main steam-line break transfent, a mfnimum downconw?r
flufd temperature of ~405 K was predfcted. For the TBV transfeiltinvolv-
fng the faflure of one bank of TBVS to close after fnftfally opening
followfng reactor and turbfne trfps, an extrapolated downcomer fluid
temperature of %365 K was estimated, The latter temperature fs at the
nfl-ductflfty temperature (NGT) lfmit (%365 K) for Oconee-1,

1, INTRODUCTIONAND SUMMARY

Prr+ssurfzedthermal shock (PTS) in pressurized water reactors (PWRS)
has been identified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) as an
unresolved safety fssue. Because of thfs, the NRC has a major program
distributed among several organizations to help re?olve the PTS issue.
The goall of this project is to determfne the potentfal rfsk of older
reactor vessels to severe overcoolfng transients that rapfdly cool the
prfmary system, The concern over PTS arfses because the vessel wal
materfal properties change after many years of neutron irracliatfon,1
The vessel wal1 becomes embrfttled and the nf1-ductf1fty temperature (NDT)
‘Increases. If durfng a severe overcoolfng transient, cold high-pressure
fnjection (HPI) 1iqufd cools the vessel wall below the NDT, the possibfl-
ftyexfsts ‘hat flaws In the vessel welds could be transformed Into larger
cracks that could lead to a vessel rupture.

Fqformed under the &uspices of the US Nuclear Regulatory Consnfs-
●



The Los Alamos contribution to this project is to use themultidlmen-
sional, two-flufd, nonequlllbrium numerical simulation code, TRAC-PFl,~
to provide accurate thermal-hydraulic conditions during postulated PTS
accidents. TRAC-PF1 has been used to predict the thermal-hydraulic
response of the oconee-1 PUR to selected overcoolfng scenarios. Oconee-1
is a Babcock 8 Wiicox (B&M) designed plant with once-through steam genera-
tors. Because the risk of inltlatlng or propagating flaws ~n the vessel
wall depends on the coupling of the thermal stresses produced by overcook-
ing with the mechanical stresses from repressurization, detafled system
models are required. Modeling both the pr~mary and secondary systems of
the reactor plant is necessary to properly analyze the PTS phenomena. The
steam generator (SG) secondary-side inlet conditions directly affect pri-
mary temperature, pressure, and the emergency core-coolant In.fectlon.
Secondary-side fnlet conditions are hfghly dependent on main-feed pump and
SG control valve operation and on the termination of the extracted steam
supply to the feedwater heaters. Other important systems modeled in the
TRAC-PFI input deck include models of the Integrated Control System (ICS)
used in the plant. The ICS monitors the primary flows and temperatures
to determine the feedwater demand. The ICS regulates the main and startup
flow-control valves, the main-feedwater {MFW) pumps, and the turbine-
bypass valves (TBVS).

Several overcoollng transients have been fdentfffed by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL),3 and additional transients may be spectfled
after these initial results are evaluated. The initial transients Include
a matn steam-line break (MSLB) with a delay in isolating the affected SG,
a small-break LOCA [full-opm failure of the power-operated rellef valsie
‘PORV)]with failure of the ICS to throttle MFW flow and trip the reactor
coolant pumps (RCPS), and TBV transients with SG overfeed, An actual
plant transient (Oconee-3 turbine trip) was also simulated by TRAC-PF1 to
compare wfth actual plant data to verify the code models of the primary
side. In addition, several small hot-leg breaks were analyzed to inves-
tigate the effects of accumulator and low-pressura injection flows on
downcomer fluid temperatures.

Although a number of transients have been calculated, only two tran-
sients are presented in detail. All calculations showed significant
primary-system depressurlzat~on fol1owed by repressurlzatlon dependlng
whether or not the HPI was throttled. Also, the system repressurization
was dependent on the break size for the small hot-leg break cases. Some
overcoolfng was obtained fn all calculations as evidenced by hfghly suh-
cooled lfqufd temperatures In the downconw,

As an example of severe overcooking PTS transients, the MSLB tran-
sient and one of the TBV transients wfll be dfscussed. These transients
resulted in the lowest downwmer fluld temperatures for any of the tran-
sients calculated because of the severity of the ORNL-speclfled boundary
conditions and assumed o erator actfons.

{
For further Information,

detafled descriptions of a 1 the Oconee-1 PTS transients calculated by
TRAC-PF1 can be found +n Ref. 4. A brief description of all Oconee-1
calculations performed wfth TRAC-PF1 together with a sunsnary of key
results is presented In Table 1.



TABLE I

TRAC OCONEE-1 TRANSIENT RESULTS

Transient..—

1. MSLB

2. SBLOCA (PORV LOCA
with RCP trip)

3. TBV failureb (One Bank)
a. SG level control fails
b. ::tlev~] control does

c. RCP restart; HPI
throttled

4. TBV failureb (Two Banks)
a. SG level control fails
b. SG level control

does not fall
c. RCP restart; HPI

throttled

5. SBLOCAb (2 it, hot-leg)

6. SBLOCAb (4 in. hot-leg)

7. Rancho-Seco Type
Translentb

Minimum
Downcomer System
TemD. Pressurea Repressuri-

(K) (MPR) Ization?——

A05 11.5 Yes

528 11.5 Yes

365 17.0 Yes
449 1700 Yes

430 4.0 No

350
A65

350

425

320C

452

17.0
17.0

4.0

1.0

0.5

14.0

Yes
Yes

No

No

No

Yes

aThls Is the system pressure at the time of minimum clowncomertemperature.
bThese calculations were extrapolated to 7200 s and the temperatures,
pressures shown represent estimated values.
cFor this calculation, the mlnlm~lmtemperature corresponded to temperature
“spiking” as a result of accuml tor injection,

11. INPUT MODEL DESCRIPTION

The TRAC-PF1 Input models for the Oconee-1 plant primary and second-
ary systems are shown In Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The primary-side
model of the Oconee-1 plant Includes a three-dimensional representation
of the reactor-pressure vessel that proved to be Important for the MSLB
and TBV transients because of synmnetryconslderatlons, The three-dimen-
sional vessel nodlng allows the calculation of asynsnetrlcalloop flows and



Fig. 1. Oconee-1 plant model - primary side.
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fluid conditions during some of the overcooling transients such as the
MSLB. These important effects cannot be calculated in a one-dfmensfonal
vessel model in which the flufd fs always completely mfxed.

Two prfmary-system loops are modeled, wfth one hot leg, one SG, and
two cold legs per loop. A detafled model of the SGS fncludes the aspf-
rated feedwater flw, steam-exft annulus, and a port for fnjectfon of
emergency feedwater. The HPI flow fs dependent on prfmary pressure with
slightly dffferent flows for each loop as fn the actual plant. Accumu-
lator flow fs modeled and fs regulated by statfc-check valves.

On the secondary sfde, the mafn-steam lfnes from each SG to the tur-
bine stop valves (TSVS) are modeled. The turbfne.bypass lfnes lead to the
condenser through the TBVS. The hotwell and condensate-booster pumps
delfver the condensate to the feedwater heaters. These heaters are
modeled as pfpes wfth three heat-conduction nodes in the pfpe wall. The
first node models the metal walls of the heat exchanger tubes, and the
outer two nodes model the volume of saturated water on the shell side of
the heaters. A volumetric heat source fs fncluded in the thfrd node to
account for the extracted steam supply untfl the turbine is trfpped.

A portion of the BllWICS used at the Oconee-1 plant is included in
the TRAC model. The portion of the ICS modeled monitors the primary flows
and temperatures to determine the feedwater demand. The ICS regulates the
main and startup flow-contro? valves and the MFN pumps.

II1. MSLB TRANSIENT RESULTS

The steam-lfne tweak fs modeled in the SG A steam-line shown fn
Fig. 2 (component 68). The TSV (component 42) fs fixed open, and all
steam from SG A passes through the TSV to atmospheric pressure. In the
unaffected steam-line (SG B) the TSV is closed and the TBV system operates
as desfgned, The sfgr?ificantfeatures, assumptions, and initial condi-
tions for the MSLB transfent are:

1.
2.

t

::

;:

Full reactor power,

Nomfnal temperatures and pressures in prfmary/secondary,
Decay heat - 1,0 times ANS standard,
Reactor and turbine trfps coincident with MSLB,
Operator fails tc isolate feedwater to both SGs until GOO s,
Operator restores unaffected SG (SG B) at 900 s,
RCPS restarted after 42 K subcoolii~greached, and
HPI throttled tomafntain 42+_ 12.5 K suhcoolfng.

Key events calculated during the transient are presented tn Table 11.
The transfent was inftiated by fixfng the TSV In loop A open and modeling
the break In the steam-line downstream from the TSV. The turbfne and
reactor were then tripped followed by a feedwater-heater flow/drain trfp.
HPI inftfatfon occurred at L21 s after the primary system pressure had
decreased to 10,44 MPa. Atw29 s the ICS detected a low-level limit in
SG A, and the emergency-feedwater (EfVi)pump was started, At %47 s the



TABLE II
EVENT SEQUENCE FOR MSLB TRANSIENT

1.

2.

::

::

::

1;:
11.
12.

13.

14.
15,

16.
17.

18.

19*

200

MFW

Event

MSLB - loop A steam line
Turbfne and reactor trip; TSV loop B closes
TBV loop B opens (setpoint 7.063 MPa)
HPI fnftlation (setpoint10.44MPa)
SG A low-level llmlt reached; EFW pump starts
TBV loop B closes
MFW pump trip on low-suction pressure
SG B low-level limft reached;
loop B EFW flow initiated
RCPS trip (30 s after HPI initiation)
Condensate-boosterpump trip (lw-suction pressure)
SG B level at 50%; loop B EFW valve closed
RCPS (Al, Bl) restart (42 K subcooling reached);
HPI throttled
Loop A, B accumulator setpoints reached
(setpofnt4.17 MPa)
Loop A, B accumulators off
SGA, B fsolated; EFW pump and hotwell pump
trfpped off
SG B restored

Tfme (S)

000

0.5

2?::
29.4
39.9
47.8
48.7

51.2
53.9
346.7
525.0

53009

5?7.9
6~~.O

900.0
PORV setpofnt reached (setpofnt 16.9 MPa) - 4678-7200.0
PORV opens and closes for remainder of
calculation
TBV 10CP B opens (setpoint 7.063 MPa) - 5462-7200.0
TBV opens and closes for remafnder of
calculation to maintain setpofnt pressure
SG B level drops below SO% operatfng range; 61?1-7200.0
EFW fnftfated - EFW pump on/off for remafnder
of calculation to maintafn level at 50%
Calculation terminated 7200.0

wmtx trfmed on low-suction messure. At %51 s. the RCPS were
trfpped ’(30 s “after HPI fnftfatfon): The 42 K lfqufd suhcooling margfn
in all primary system loops was reached atN576 s, and HPI was throttled.
Also, RCPS Al nd B1 were restarted at thfs tfme.

!
Per the transfent

specfficatfons, the SG secondary sfdes were fsolated at 600 s. At
900 s, SG B was restored. At %4678 s, the PORV setpofnt was reached
(16.9 MPa), and the PORVcycled opened and closed for the remainder of the
transient to mafntain the setpofnt pressure. The calculation was termi-
nated at 7200 s, and the prfmary system was full of lfqufd. At this time,
the decay power produced in the core was being removed through the
unaffected steam generator (SG B).

The pressurizer pressure history is shown in Ffg, 3. Initfally, the
primary-system pressure decreased rapfdly because of the rapid secondary-
sfde blowdown fn SG A following the MSLB. The depressurizatfon was



terminated by ~100 s when natural-circulation flows were established
following pump coastdown and RCP trip atw51 s. The prfmary system then
began to repressurize slightly until the RCPS were restarted at ~526 s.
The enhanced heat transfer through the SGS and throttling of the HPI after
the RCPS were restarted caused the prfmary-system pressure to decrease to
the mlnfmum value for the transfent (L3.5 MPa). After the SGS were iso-
lated at 600 s, the prfmary system repressurfzed to the PORV setpofnt
(16.9 MPa) at ‘W678 s.

Downcomer liqufd temperatures are presented in Fig. 4 at the top
axfal downcomer level just below the cold-leg fnlet nc~zzles. Because of
the severe overcoolfng fn the affected loop (loop A), a~synanetrfcallfqufd
temperatures were calculated in the vessel downcomer. The fluid tempera-
tures in the downcomer cells associated with the loop A cold legs were
calculated to be ~20 K colder than the cells on the loop B sfde (Ffg. 4).
The mfnlmum downcomer flufd temperature calculated was w~05 K at w526 s
when the RCPS were restarted.

Figures 5 and 6 show the hot-leg mass flows and candy-cane void frac-
tfons, respectively. The natural-circulation flows calculated fn loop A
were sfgnfffcantly larger than fn loop B for much of the transient
(z150-525 s) because of the MSLB fn 1oop A and the resultfng enhanced heat
transfer in the affected SG, The flow fn loop B stagnated at ~150 s
because the candy-cane fn thfs loop reached saturation and voided
(Ffg. 6). The flufd temperatures In loop B were much warmer than fn
loop A because of incomplete fluid mixing in the vessel (three-dfmensfonal
vessel model). After the RCPS were restarted and the HPI throttled
~~~ #, the vofd fn the 1ocp B candy cane condensed and was swept out

. The subcooling margin never decreased below 42 K for the
remafnde~ of the transfent, thus the HPI was never turned back on nor were
the RCPS tripped agafn.

In sunsnary, the overcooking of the prfmary system of the Oconee-1
plant caused by a full double-ended steam-lfne break fn one of the steam
lines was simulated with TRAC-PF1. The minimum downcomer fluid tempera-
ture calculated was N405 K, which fs close to the NDT lfmft (N365 K) for
Oconee-1. In the next sectfon, overcooking of the prfmary system caused
by TBV faflures fs dfscussed.

IV. TBV TRANSIENT RESULTS

The class of overcoolfng transients discussed fn this sectfon results
from a depressurizatfon of the Oconee-1 secondary system through TBVS that
have failed to reseat after initially opening. Al~hough a number of TBV
transients were calculated, only one will be presented fn detafl. The
relative severfty of the remafning TBV transients examfned will be hrfefl,y
discussed for completeness.

A total of six cases were calculated; two base cases and two para-
metric studies for each base case. The base cases differed only in the
number of TBV failures. An identfcal set of additional faflures were
specffied for the two base cases. Addftfonal conditions assumed were
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Fig. 3. Ressurizer pressure.
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failure of the EFW level control systcm to maintain the setpoint level in
the affected SG, failure of the operator to restart the RCPS, and failure
of the operator to throttle the HPI system. The parametric cases examined
the system response as the nutier of additional failures was reduced. The
base case selected for discussion is characterized by one bank of TBVS
(two valves on one steam line) failing to reseat the following trips of
both the reactor and turbine. Oak Ridge National Laboratory is currently
estimating that the prob ility of the base case transie t occurring is

?$extremely low (2.1 x 10- 1/year compared with 9.0 x 10- /year for the
main steam-line break).

The calCU1ated event times for the transient are shown in Table III.
Following reactor and turbine trip, the TBVS closed, the secondary pres-
sure rose, and the TBVS in both steam lines opened for the first time at
%4 s. The secondary pressure peaked and then decreased permitting the
loop B TBV to reseat at %45 s. The loop A TBV failed to reseat and
remained open for the rest of the transient.

TABLE III
EVENT SEQUENCE FOR TBV TRANSIENT

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

::

1::
11,
12.
13.
14.
15.

Event

Turbine and reactor trip
Turbine-stop valves close
Loop A TBV opens (fails to reseat thereafter)
Loop B TBV opens for first time
MFW pump trip on high SG A liquid level
HPI started following trip on low pressure
RCPS trip on 30 s delay after HPI actuation
Feedwater realignment trip
Main flow-control valves overriding trips
Low MFW discharge pressure signal
Emergency feedwater pump on
Loop B EFW valve shut on high SG liquid level
PORV opens
Calculation terminated
Calculation extrapolated

lime (s)

:::

4.1
4.3
60.7
153.1
183.0
183.0
183.0
?08.9
209.1
460.8

1036.7
1500.0
7200.0

The pressurizer pressure is presented in Fig, 7. The PORV opened at
N1037 s when its press[me setpoint was exceeded. The PORV then cycled for
the remainder of the calculated transient to maintain the primary system
pressure at or below the PORV setpoint. The primary system pressure will
remain near the PORV setpoint until the core decay beat can he removed
through the affected steam generator.

The downcomer liquid temperature history for the base case is shown
in Fi . 8.

!
The temperature trace consists of two segments: a calculated

trans ent to 1500 s and an extrapolated transient from 1500 s to 7?00 s.
At the end of the calculated transient (1500 s) the minimum temperature
iS s458K. The maximum azimuthal temperature variation aromd the down-
comer periphery is18 K. The extrapolated cooldown rate from 1500 s was
reduced at 2500 s to account for depletion of the surge-tank inveotory.
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The extrapolated downcomer 1iquid temperature at 7200 s fs M65 + 30 K.
The most 1imltlng cas~ calculated (deffned as resultfng fn the~ owest
downcomer lfqufd temperature) was the remainfng base case calculation for
uhfch both banks of TBVS (four valves; two on each steam 1fne) fafled to
reseat. As in the base case detafled fn thfs paper, all the additional
faflures previously descrfbed were fncluded, and a mfnfmum downcomer
1iqufd temperature of ‘v442K at 1500 s was predfcted. The extrapolated
downcomer 1fqufd temperature at 7200 s was ~350 ~ 30 !(.

v. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Los Alamos contribution to the overall PTS program fs to provfde
detafled thermal-hydraulic conditions for fnput to C)RNL stress-analjsfs
calculations. Using TRAC-PF1, several severe overcoolfng transients for
the Oconee-1 nuclear plant have bsen performed, These calculations are
befng used to resolve this fmportant NRC safety questfon.

As an example of one of the most severe overcoolfng transients cal-
culated by TRAC-PF1, the overcoolfng of the prfmary sfde of the Oconee-1
plant caused by a full double-ended stetim-lfnebreak fn one of the steam
lines was sfmulated. The mafn forcfng functfon for the overcoolfng was
the delay by the operatov fn fsolatfng the affected steam generator
coupled wfth @ delay In throttling the HPI flow. The case analyzed had
all plant protection aridcontrol systems operate as desfgned. The mfnfmum
downcomer flufd temperature calCU1ated was ~405 K, very close to the NDT
1fmft (N365 K) for Oconee-1. Repressurfzatfon of the prfmary system to
the PORV setpofnt was calculated followfng an fnftfal depressurfzatfon to
%3.5 MPa.

As another example of an overcoolfng transfent havfng a very low
probability of occurrence because of no operator fnterventfon, the failure
of one bank of TBVS to close after fnftfally openfng was investigated.
An extrapolated dcwncomer flufd temperature of ‘v365K was estfmated for
thfs transfent, whfch fs at the NDT llmft for Ocone@-1,

These calculatfons hopefully have provfded some fnsfght into the
prfmary system thermal-hyd~aulfc behavfor durfng postulated severe over-
coolfng transients. These thermal-hydraulfc calculations coupled wfth
stress-analysfs calculations wfll form the basfs for assessfng PTS rfsk
at Oconee-1,

It fs ruconanendedthat other calculations be performed to include
operator actfons that wfll help mftfgate the consequences of severe ovcr-
coolfng whfch wfll allevfate PTS rfsk to the reactor vessel,
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